How is it Term Four already! As I haven’t been here for most of the beginning of term there isn’t as many photos to share this time but that doesn’t mean we haven’t been busy! A big thank you to Mrs Gundry for having the Year 2’s the last couple of weeks 😊

There have been a lot of new and fun skills learned in maths. We have moved onto division and learning about sharing things equally. We are getting really good at recognising arrays and matching them to multiplication equations. Number sentences and stories are great fun when our name comes up in them or when someone has eaten 20 cupcakes. We have also been learning about fractions, we are able to identify shapes that show halves, quarters and eighths!

In literacy we have been learning about visualising and how important it is to use mental images to enhance our reading and writing. We had a go at being blindfolded to see how important clear explanations of ideas help us to see things the way people want us to. It also linked to what we are learning about trust in Religious Education. In writing we are learning about poetry and how we can use adjectives and imagination to create a poem we can really feel when we hear it. We have had a new superstar join Lexile too! Daily Five is really helping us to become better and more engaged readers. Well done Samantha!
Push and Pull forces is our Science focus this term. We have been experimenting with and predicting the different motions of toys on slopes and in water, and what force actually means. Learning about different consistencies of objects and investigating how it changes its affect in and out of water has been one of our favourite activities in the last couple of weeks.
Christmas is coming and investigations have become very busy! We have little elves in Santa’s grotto making lots of gifts for family and friends! We have even had a pet dinosaur visit our classroom! Very exciting! Angus enjoyed sharing his craft book this week and his friends and Mrs Boone made some pretty impressive paper planes!